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Trivia returns to campus for 51st year of havoc
Tina Czaplinska
Staff Writer 
____________________________________
Over the weekend of Jan. 29-31, Lawrence University’s 51st Great Midwest Trivia Contest cel-ebrated the inane and brought 18 on-campus and 86 off-campus teams together in competition. “We ask over 400 questions, 
challenge 80-some teams to action questions, spend a lot of time on-air playing insane music and don’t sleep nearly as much as we really ought to,” said senior and Grand Master Jonathan Hanrahan. Questions are organized into separate hours, such as “fandom hour” or “math hour.” Participants are allowed to use any resource 
available to them—computers, smartphones, etc.—and so, the challenge for the trivia masters is to write questions that cannot be answered off the top of anyone’s head or through a simple search.Super senior Hallie Hillerman, who played on the Kohler Hall team, described one of the most challenging questions 
she encountered: “In 1964, a band pretended to play Beatles’ songs at a battle of the bands contest called The Letterman Show. What is written in the top right corner of a page that features the band in a KWSS DJ’s copy of the lead singer’s 1965 yearbook?”Known as a “Super Garruda,” a question of this sort is typi-
cally the most difficult to answer but also worth the most points. Hillerman expressed shock that a team got the correct answer. One member of her team even tweeted at the disc jockey to see if he would respond. “The trivia masters ourselves 
On Wednesday, Jan. 27, Sankofa House held an open conversation that revolved around respectability politics. A PowerPoint slide neatly summa-rized the gist of the topic: do not be angry, do not show emotions, get a degree and look put togeth-er. The hosts, sophomore Sabrina Conteh and junior Guilberry Louissaint, aimed to highlight the problems with this kind of unifor-mity and subtle racism. “Sankofa conversations dis-cuss a variety of issues that are relevant to the world, especially since social justice is a hot topic these days,” began Conteh. “Make sure you put in there that I rolled my eyes,” she added.Conteh continued to describe the relevance of respectability politics on campus, using protest-ing as an example.“Silencing is very popular in 
a world where people can’t be outwardly racist so they express their racism in subtle ways and basically, that’s what respectabil-ity politics is,” continued Conteh.During the talk, Conteh and Louissaint played Jidenna Mobisson’s “Classic Man” music video, which ignited a variety of responses among participants.“[The video] shows that black men have no chance to be seen as innocent,” said freshman Morgan Shapiro.The event itself had a large turnout, which did not surprise either Conteh or Louissaint.“A lot of people come to Sankofa conversations because [that] is where you go to find the language. Now [that students] have the language to articulate what they mean, they are able to be very conscious of how they come across when it comes to responses of resistance and chal-
Eleanor Legault
For The Lawrentian
____________________________________
Sankofa-CODA conversation focuses on respectability politics 
Photo by Sadie Tenpas 
Senior Guilberry Louissaint and sophomore Sabrina Conteh presented on respectability politics in Sankofa House on Jan. 27. 
Photo courtesy of Lawrence University
Early morning on Monday, Feb. 1, junior Ridley Tankersley was crowned grand master for next year’s Great Midwest Trivia Contest.
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are not that good at playing triv-ia,” joked Hanrahan. “Whenever someone gets points for a ques-tion that we thought would be impossible, we shake our heads in awe—and then move on to the next question because we literally have hundreds to get through,” he said.The team with the most 
points after the 50-hour peri-od is declared the winner. This year’s winning team, David and the Bucky’s, formed when several current students merged with a group of alumni who previously participated under the team name David and the Bells. Senior Kyle Stalsberg, one of the leaders of the winning team, credits his team’s success to the number of people working as a collective group. This year, a rare cheating inci-dent occured: a single alumnus 
from off-campus team 157 was in the same room as David and the Bucky’s, which was leading its division for nearly the entire contest. Team 157 was ostensibly a one-person team, but was also one of the top scorers in the off-campus division. Upon visiting David and the Bucky’s, senior and trivia mas-ter Alex Damisch found that the rumors were true. Due to the deception of claiming to be a sep-arate off-campus team, and for 
leeching answers off of an enor-mous and successful team that had legitimately worked to get their points, team 157’s scores were zeroed. “It is an unfortu-nate incident, but luckily, it is rare. Trivia may be just for fun, but it should be fair,” said Damisch. Stalsberg expressed frustra-tion with the incident that put his team’s success in jeopardy, but was proud of how his team handled the difficult situation. He echoed Damisch’s statement, 
saying that, “While trivia is fun, people have to abide by the rules.” “This year, the events sur-rounding trivia were almost as unusual as the questions them-selves,” added Damisch. “We came up with some innovative action questions, we had some fun theme hours and most importantly, all trivia masters lived to tell the tale. The tradition lives on, and it’s in good hands.”
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Students shared their internship experiences at this year’s Internship 
Summit held last Saturday, Jan. 30.
BIG PICTURE small space
Trivia returns
continued from page 1
lenging oppressive ideologies,” said Louissaint.With this, an obvious burden falls on Sankofa House as well as Lawrence University Community Council’s Committee on Diversity Affairs (CODA), the two sponsors of the conversations. “Providing spaces for discussions is part of CODA’s goal. So Sankofa conversations are a lot about education,” said Conteh.“I mean someone has to do it. I think a lot of this campus has some f----d up ideologies,” said Louissaint. “I think that yes, it is a taxing job, but someone has to do it. Otherwise, people won’t feel safe on campus since language can also make peo-ple feel unsafe. So it is important to give [students] the words to actually speak back to their oppres-sors,” Louissant said.Both hosts agree that a common way respect-ability politics is manifested on campus is through tone policing. “Tone policing is just another way of recreat-ing oppression and we don’t have time for that,” concluded Louissaint. Generally, the goal of Sankofa conversations is to keep people thinking. “Often, people leave with a lot of questions. And hopefully, they find answers, but the fact that they are asking those questions means that we have made some progress,” concluded Conteh.
Sankofa conversation
continued from page 1
Photos by Hailie Nguyen 
Left: Student volunteers and trivia masters answered phones at this year’s Great Midwest Trivia Contest. Right: Juniors and Trivia Masters Ridley Tankersely and Kyle Labak on air during the contest
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GERMANY: German Minister of Interior Thomas de Maizière has warned Afghanistan that German aid to 
the country will only continue if Afghan refugees stop fleeing to Germany. 
FRANCE: French foreign Minister Laurent Fabius has announced that France will attempt to convene a sum-
mit to negotiate peace between Israel and Palestine, stating that France will formally recognize Palestine. 
Israel has rejected the initiative as unfair because the ultimatum encourages Palestine to reject compro-
mise.
JAPAN: In a move targeted at encouraging consumer spending, the Bank of Japan has imposed an interest 
rate of -0.1 percent on commercial banks. This means banks must pay to deposit their money in the central 
bank, incentivizing more loans to consumers. 
CHINA/UNITED STATES: A Chinese man working for international agribusiness Dabeinong, Mo Hailong, has 
pleaded guilty to attempting to steal patented seeds from U.S. companies DuPont Pioneer and Monsanto.
CORRECTION TO LAST WEEK’S WORLD NEWS:
The virus causing birth defects in Brazil is the Zika virus. The previous spelling was an error.
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Dear Fiona,
I am constantly afraid of fail-
ing in school. I have worked so hard 
to get where I am now academi-
cally, and sometimes I feel like if I 
don’t do well on a piece of home-
work or a test or something, I have 
completely messed-up everything, 
and I will not be able to fix it. 
I got a C on a paper and cried. 
C is still a passing grade, so why did 
it make me feel so worthless, so like 
a failure? If I can’t even handle a C, 
how am I going to handle an actual 
failing grade? 
- Afraid to FailDear Afraid to Fail,I know how that feels. I set very high standards for myself as well, and when I don’t achieve them, I feel like a failure. There’s something to be said for being slightly perfectionistic and hav-ing high academic standards for yourself, but there has to be a 
limit. Sometimes these impulses to shame ourselves for less than perfect work or grades come from our own personality, and some-times they come from what we were taught as children, but more often than not, I think, it is a com-bination of the two. The realization that we must come to is that failing at some-thing does not make us failures. A C on a paper made you feel awful because in your mind that is a fail-ing grade. If you expect it of your-self to get A’s and B’s, then a C, of course, feels like failing, and that’s OK. I don’t think you need to try to convince yourself that you shouldn’t feel bad about that grade. If it’s not up to your per-sonal standards, it’s going to hurt. What you can do is try to under-stand that this one paper or as-signment does not make or break either you or your college career. Once that’s understood, we need to address why this hap-
pened in the first place. Either you 
VARIETYFeb. 5, 2016
“Did you have a good day at school, honey?”I swirled my spoon around in the bowl. It was homemade chicken noodle soup — one of my mom’s specialties. Ideal for the rather gloomy town that we lived in. I con-tinued to stare down at the bowl, saying nothing. I couldn’t possibly tell her what happened at school today. Why were people so mean? I was only two months into middle school and I already had more enemies than friends. “Smart Alec! Smart Alec! You’re just full 
of s--t!”The flashback was ruined when some-one came bursting through the door.“You guys aren’t going to believe this!”I sighed. It was my big brother, Jack, home at last. I wonder what had taken him so long.“I had ice cream!” he announced, “And it was warm!”I raised my brow at him, hearing a soft plop as soup fell back into the bowl from my spoon.“That’s ludicrous,” I spoke up, not look-ing at Jack, but at the soup in my bowl. It had started to get cold.“No, really.” Jack said, taking off his backpack and putting it by the front door. “It really was hot ice cream. It was the most incredible thing.”I don’t know what had gotten into him, but he sounded almost genuine. “Oh honey, I’m sure you thought that you had hot ice cream.” My mother said, pat-ting Jack on the cheek as she normally did when she thought we were being silly. Jack didn’t even brush her off, just smiled at her and went to the kitchen to make himself a snack. I stared at him the whole way and got up from the table, leav-ing the lukewarm soup.
“It was from that weird ice cream truck that’s been going around.” Jack said as soon as I rounded the corner.Kids at school had been going on about this weird ice cream truck that had been popping up around town lately. I didn’t want to believe them, but now my own brother had seen it and he sounded so excited. “How do I find it?” I asked him.“You don’t. It’ll find you.” He said, seem-ingly so excited that I was curious.I walked out of the kitchen and went straight to the closet to put my jacket back on. Mom was sitting in the living room, watching something on TV.“I’m going outside, mom!”“OK, honey!” She called back.The sun was out, and the snow was melting steadily. Not really knowing where I should be going, I just started walking down the sidewalk in a random direction, hands in the pockets of my jacket. I wasn’t aware that I was heading in the direction of my middle school until I heard some familiar — and unwelcome — voices.“Hey, look, it’s Smart Alec!”A group of eighth grade boys were com-ing down the street from the opposite direc-tion, smirking and snickering to each other as if my very presence was funny to them.“I heard you — The biggest one said before he was cut off by a familiar jingle coming down the street.It was the ice cream truck!I was wondering how much of a coin-cidence this was when the driver stopped alongside us. However, instead of the woman I was expecting, it was a young guy, probably around Jack’s age, sitting in the driver’s seat wearing a red baseball cap and a friendly look that I had never seen a guy his age wear.
Winter Lane
Fiona Masterton
Columnist
____________________________________________      
This serial story is written by Lawrence University’s 
Creative Writing Club. 
This week’s author is Jessica Hoyer.
Dismantling Failure
As a college student, I believe that the difficulty of our job is always in the framework of being rewarded by either an authority figure or a grade. Instead of focusing on the pleasure of working, we end up stressed and exhausted trying to meet the next deadline. We tend to live in the moment, signing up for a plethora of events and striving to accomplish every-thing all at the same time. Essentialism, by Greg McKeown, wants to challenge this kind of lifestyle. McKeown defines essentialism as “a disciplined, systematic approach to determine our highest point of contribution, so that executing the import-ing stuff becomes easier — if not effort-less.” Having read McKeown’s book, I find the arguments he makes quite compelling and their implications quite intriguing. What I found particularly fascinating, how-ever, was the fact that throughout his book McKeown encourages people to “play” more often. Anything we do for the simple joy of doing it, rather than as a means to an end, is how the author defines “play.” At first I thought his advice was counter-productive; how can one achieve more by granting oneself more time to play? Yet after I thought about the soulless, static way that social institutions like schools and universities encourage us to do work, I realized that McKeown’s suggestions were right; there really is something wrong with the way we do work.Looking back at my high school expe-rience, it is easy to see why a student could be led to a lifestyle of stress. My teachers would constantly remind me that, “hard work pays off.” Be careful, though; it’s not 
“work pays off,” it’s “hard work pays off.” Now that is one of many clichéd phrases that have always confused me. We keep throwing the word “hard” in everything we do to the point that our work is meaning-less if it is not difficult. As the famous artist Ze Frank once said, “Our definition of work is often quite different from our experience of work. When we think about hard work, we think about our experience of doing work, and specifically about our toler-ance for doing things that are uncomfort-able, because without the discomfort why would it be hard?” We are bombarded with lengthy assignments and pushed to stick to the established ways of doing work, which eventually worsens  our individual experi-ence of doing work. On top of that, we are told that in order to be successful — yet another cli-ché — we have to give up on social gather-ings, video games and many other daily habits in order to focus solely on our work. McKeown, however, argues that boosting our productivity requires us to take some time to enjoy our activities. In order to plan, to prioritize and to decide on the goals that we need to achieve, we need to be as alert and focused as possible. Play, according to the prin-
ciples of Essentialism, can increase brain elasticity, adaptability and creative break-throughs, as well as fuel exploration. The best way to achieve such benefits is not by overworking, overthinking and overana-lyzing, but by taking some time off. Many Forbes 500 corporations have realized the tremendous benefits of pro-ductive break-taking and have already begun integrating play in their workspac-
es. The CEO of Twitter, for example, pro-motes play through comedy; he instigated 
Savvas Sfairopoulos
Columnist
________________________________________________________ 
Too Much Work And 
No Play
didn’t try hard enough, you didn’t study hard enough, you started work on the paper or assignment too late or you tried your best and still didn’t get a good grade. To me, the last one is more upsetting than all the former. If you didn’t work hard enough on something and you got a not-so-good grade on it, then what you learn from the situation is simple. Next time you need to put in more thought, effort, time or a combination of 
those in order to do better. If you tried your darndest, and for some reason that wasn’t good enough, it’s hard to know how to proceed. You’re not really at fault here, so how do you make it right? If it’s an assignment, test or paper with a professor that you will have to work with extensively in the future, it may be worth it to talk to them and outline your con-cerns. If you’re not comfortable do-
ing that, or you probably won’t have to interact with this profes-sor much in the future, you have the option to just let it go. That can be hard, but sometimes it’s the best choice. Moving past it, know-
ing that it does not define you, can be very empowering. You can 
handle this. Even if it’s worse than a C, you will be OK.Good Luck!-Fiona
See page 11 See page 10
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The Lawrence University (Vikings) Men’s Basketball team competed last weekend at Knox College in Galesburg, Ill. The visiting Vikings (8-10) proved that their early-January losing streak was truly a thing of the past with a decisive 71-57 win against Knox’s struggling Prairie Fire (1-16). Lawrence was led by the red-hot senior Jamie Nikitas with 22 points, seven rebounds, four assists and four steals. Senior Troy Miller also proved his sharp-shooting ability with five 3-point-ers and 17 total points, and soph-omore Jeremy Stephani added 15 points of his own to help seal the victory.After their third win in a row, the Vikings seem to have effective-
ly forgotten the six-game rough patch that plagued the team from the beginning of January. Against Knox, the team concentrated on what was ahead, not what was behind. “Our team goals were pretty simple,” said junior Mitch Willer. “Get a win on the road to build our winning streak.” Knox had other ideas, as the beginning of the game saw the Prairie Fire going on a 10-0 run, effectively stifling the Viking offense. It was not until 13:30 minutes were left in the half that Lawrence got on the board with a pair of Nikitas free throws. The Vikings then rallied during the rest of the half and cut down the Prairie Fire lead to 30-27 by half-time. The second half proved to be a much different story than the first. After five minutes into the half, the Vikings took their first lead of the game on a Willer jump-er to bring the score to 35-34. 
Knox and Lawrence then traded baskets, keeping the game close at 42-40 with the Vikings barely on top with 12 minutes left in the game. Nikitas, after draining a 3-pointer, began the Vikings’ victory run. Lawrence went on a 12-0 run bringing the score to 52-40 with 10 minutes left in the game. The Vikings did not look back after that, as Knox only came within nine points of the lead for the rest of the game. Lawrence closed out the game with a final score of 70-57. Willer credited the late Viking surge to greatly-improved overall team performances. “We started extremely slow, and earlier in the year, that could have doomed us from the start,” he said. “But we stayed calm and focused, cut the lead down, and then built on that lead in the second half to put it away.” Looking forward, the Vikings have their sights set high on a 
successful end to a long and tiring season. To do this, the team needs to do what they do best: play good basketball. “We just need to take things day to day,” said sophomore Ben Peterson. “If we play the way we know we can, I believe we have a good chance to win the 
rest of our games this season.” The Vikings will travel to Illinois College on Saturday, Feb. 6, where Lawrence looks to continue its positive momentum.  
SPORTS Feb. 5, 2016
Clare Bruning
 Staff Writer
______________________
January woes forgotten as men’s basketball continues hot streak 
   Matt Geleske
    Staff Writer
_____________________
Photo courtesy of Paul Wilke
Hockey remains optimistic despite losses to Adrian
Freshman Sportlight
Emmi Zheng - Swimming
by Brady Busha
Emmi Zheng, a freshman for the 
Lawrence University Swimming team, has 
been lighting up the scoreboard with her 
quick times and consistent work in the water. 
In December, she took first at the Fun in The 
Sun meet in Venice, Fla. in the 50 yard breast-
stroke, clocking in at 0:33.88.  Since then, she 
has maintained a high level of success with 
her teammates, finishing in the top three 
multiple times in relay events.
So, where are you from, and what drew 
you to Lawrence?I’m from Minneapolis. When I visited Lawrence, students and faculty welcomed me into conversations more than people did at any other college. Fitting into the dynamic of a school is more important to me than anything else, so that was the main reason I decided to come here.
How do you keep yourself focused before 
you swim?  Do you have any pre-meet 
mantras you have to do?I don’t really have any big supersti-tions. When I was in high school, my team would listen to the song “Right Now” by Van Halen before big meets, so I usually visual-ize my races while listening to that song.
Is there anything you do in your spare 
time that you think helps with your per-
formance?I love watching inspirational movies 
based on true sports stories. Even though I don’t necessarily think about swimming when I watch them, I think that the atti-tudes of the athletes help me mentally in the pool. 
What’s one thing you’ve enjoyed so far 
this year as a Lawrence student?This isn’t exactly a Lawrence event, but 
I really liked the weekly farmer’s market that they had on College Ave in the fall. I would go every Saturday, mostly for the fresh fruit, but one time I also bought a space-themed painting from a street artist.
In your mind, what has been the easiest 
and the toughest parts of being on a col-
legiate team?The easiest part has probably been feeling welcomed on the team. I like that people are friendly to everyone no matter how fast you are in the pool. The hardest thing for me has been balancing swimming with other activities and friends. Since the season started so early in the year, I wanted to make sure that my Lawrence identity is more than just swimming.
How different does the atmosphere of 
Lawrence feel from where you’ve been 
previously?I went to a pretty accepting high school, but here there is even less judgment. I like that it’s a small campus but there doesn’t seem to be a lot pressure to be quirky or alternative in order to fit in.
How have your teammates helped you 
with your transition into the life of a col-
legiate student-athlete?People are just genuinely nice, and I’ve noticed that we cheer louder than any other team we’ve competed against, so 
it’s amazing to be a part of such a positive community. There are swimmers from a lot of different majors on the team and the upperclassmen are always open to answer questions about Lawrence.
Over the past few seasons, the Lawrence 
University Women’s Swimming team has 
been rather impressive, having a few 
athletes that have broken records for 
the school still in the pool.  What do you 
think you bring to this team to help keep 
the trend going?My best stroke is breaststroke, and I am on track to score points at conference in my events. It’s been nice to have fast upper-classmen on the team who know how col-lege swimming works and are used to the pressure of swimming fast when it counts.
I see you grabbed some top honors for 
the Fun In The Sun meet.  What was your 
reaction when you won?  How do you 
plan to keep up that level of excellence?Thank you! The Fun In The Sun meet was during our training trip in Florida. It was shorter and more relaxed than our normal dual meets, but the other team was pretty fast, so I was proud that I won my race. In swimming, it’s easy to just mindlessly go through the motions to get through a workout. I try to really think about swimming better, not just working hard at practices.
Lawrence University (Vikings) Men’s Hockey team (6-12-1, 5-8-1 NCHA) spent last weekend battling the nationally-ranked Adrian College Bulldogs (17-2-1, 13-2-1 NCHA) in Adrian, Mich. Although the Vikings skated with confidence and heart, the No. 1 Bulldogs, who have averaged over 5.5 goals a game this season, dominated the score sheet and swept the series soundly.On Friday, Jan. 29, the com-petition commenced at a packed Arrington Arena. The Vikings started strong, holding Adrian’s attacks off for over half of the first 
period while putting up several good attempts of their own. At 11:28, the Bulldogs buried their first goal of the night, then imme-diately went on with the power play and added a second goal less than 30 seconds later. Viking freshman Nick Felan responded with a goal of his own at 13:27, cutting the lead in half off assists from sophomores Brendan Vetter and Lane King. Not to be outdone in their own barn, the Bulldogs fired two more goals before the first intermission to bring the score to 4-1.The Vikings retaliated in the opening minutes of the second period to trim the Adrian lead even further, as freshman Josh Koepplinger found the back of the net off another set of Vetter 
and King assists. The Bulldogs overpowered the Vikings’ dogged defense to flaunt their goal-scor-ing expertise twice more before the end of the period and two more times in the third period, bringing the final score to 8-2.Junior goaltender Mattias Soderqvist started in net for the Vikings and made 16 saves before being relieved of duty mid-second period by freshman Greg Procopio, who recorded 18 saves. Despite the totals on the score-board, the Vikings didn’t fall too far behind in shots, putting up 33 attempts to Adrian’s 42.The afternoon of Saturday, Jan. 30, heralded the second game in the series, though the results were not much different. Plagued by penalties, the Vikings 
gave up two power play goals to the Bulldogs in the first period. Adrian’s commanding offensive efforts found their mark two more times in the second period, one of which was an unfortunate shorthanded goal. After giving up one more goal at the start of the third, Lawrence finally found their stride at 12:57. After receiving a pass from a cornered Koepplinger, junior Ryan Robertson stormed the net and maneuvered the puck between the Bulldog goalie’s legs to get the Vikings on the board. Unfortunately for the Vikings, there wasn’t enough time for their reversal of momentum to play out and provide an opportunity to come back. The final score of 5-1 awarded the sweep to Adrian. Procopio guarded the goal again 
for the Vikings and totaled 30 saves to the Bulldogs’ 21. Adrian again outshot the Vikings by a margin of 35-22.This weekend, Lawrence will continue its conference play with a home-and-home series against the Milwaukee School of 
Engineering Raiders (12-7, 7-7 NCHA). The Raiders are coming off a pair of 4-1 losses to Marian University (13-5-3, 11-4-1 NCHA) and are sitting third in the NCHA North Division, a spot that the Vikings hope to take from them in the next few weeks in order to earn a spot in playoffs. The puck drops at 7 p.m. at the Kern Center in Milwaukee on Friday and at Appleton Family Ice Center on Saturday.
Photo by Emei Thompson
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The Lawrence University Men’s and Women’s Fencing teams competed at the Northwestern Duals over the weekend on the campus of the University of Notre Dame. The men’s team went 2-6 overall, recording victories over California Institute of Technology (Caltech) and Northwestern University. The women posted a record of 1-9 over the course of the two-day tournament. Their lone victory came from Caltech.The meet was highly compet-itive with some top ranked teams competing. “It was a very hard 
tournament,” said Viking senior epee fighter Moses Zarkin-Scott. “It was really insane. I would say it’s probably the most challenging tournament I’ll probably ever go to at Lawrence. We get to compete against these crazy good people, and that’s kind of a blessing.” Some of the best men’s and women’s teams in the nation competed and some athletes are expected to compete in this sum-mer’s upcoming Olympic Games in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. While the teams struggled against stiff competition, they are hoping to learn from and be motivated by the challenges they have faced.The team has tried to stay 
strong through the adversity it has faced this year. Some athletes have quit and Lawrence has a smaller coaching staff than most of the teams they face. Additionally, the Vikings’ men’s epee squad has no alternates, so Zarkin-Scott, along with his teammates, senior Phillip Ziller and junior Connor Schurr must fight every bout. “We’ve per-severed,” said Zarkin-Scott. “We’re getting through the year.  “My approach is to maintain a positive attitude toward whatever comes up.” While the team is committed to doing its best for the remain-der of the season, they also hope to have a good time while doing 
so. “If we weren’t having fun, we wouldn’t go to practice,” said Zarkin-Scott. “The chances of us having fun is pretty high if you have the right mentality, and of course, with that, you’re going to get better, and maybe eventually have great success.”The Vikings do not compete again until The Midwest Fencing Conference Championships at the end of February. The athletes will continue to practice and fine tune their skills and techniques in the final month of the season. The team hopes to take what it has learned in both practice and tour-naments and put together a suc-cessful finish to the season.
SPORTSFeb. 5, 2016
STANDINGS
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Kali Thibault - Fencing
Athlete of the Week
by Gabriel Armistead Chapman
Weekend Events
WOMENS
BASKETBALL
Statistics are courtesy of 
www.midwestconference.org 
and  www.nchahockey.org
Feb. 2, 2015
MEN’S BASKETBALL 
TEAM              MWC    OVR 
St. Norbert 14-0  17-2 
Carroll    10-3  14-4 
Ripon   10-4  12-7 
Monmouth   9-5  12-6 
Lake Forest   7-6  9-8 
Beloit   6-8  8-11 
Cornell   5-8  7-11 
Grinnell   5-9  8-11 
Lawrence   5-9  8-11 
Illinois  4-10  7-12 
Knox   0-13  1-17 
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
TEAM MWC  OVR 
St. Norbert 14-0  15-4 
Cornell  11-2  14-4 
Grinnell  10-4  13-6 
Lake Forest   9-4  11-7 
Ripon  7-7  11-8 
Illinois   6-8  9-10 
Knox  5-8  10-8 
Carroll   5-8  6-12 
Beloit   5-9  7-12 
Monmouth   3-11  4-15 
Lawrence   0-14  0-19 
HOCKEY
TEAM NHCA OVR
North Division
St. Norbert      12-2 16-2-1
St. Scholastica 11-3 13-4-2
MSOE         7-7 12-7-0
Northland       6-8 7-11-1
Lawrence       5-8-1 6-12-1
Finlandia      1-13-2 1-17-3
South Division
Adrian 13-2-1 17-2-1
Marian 11-4-1 13-5-3
Concordia 5-7-2 9-8-2
Lake Forest 4-10-0 6-13-0
Aurora 1-12-1 1-17-1
26.5
The average number 
of points per game 
for basketball senior 
Jamie Nikitas. Niki-
tas currently leads 
the conference with 
this average.
 Jordan Atkins
 Staff Writer
____________________________________
By the 
Numbers
Fencing stays competitive at Northwestern Duals
This week, I sat down with senior and Lawrence University 
Fencing Team Captain Kali Thibault to discuss the upcoming season, 
her role as captain and her love of fencing.
Gabe Chapman: What are you looking forward to this season?
Kali Thibault: I guess seeing the accumulation of all of my hard work and the time that I’ve put in the past four years to see the growth that I’ve made from freshman year to this time. A lot of the people I fence are the same, so it’s a clear indicator of my progress.
GC: How did you become captain of the team?
KT: I was voted in last year because there were no senior women, and then I just continued into this year.
GC: Do you like being a captain and having an added sense of 
responsibility?
KT: There are definitely bonuses about it—I really enjoy helping people and making sure that they feel happy about being on the team and that they are growing in the ways they should. The team has started calling me the fearless leader this year, so that’s kind of nice. But it is a lot of added responsibility and sometimes it can be a lot, but I don’t know if I would change it for anything else.
GC: How do you think the team did at the Northwestern University Duels this past week?
KT: We did very well giving the circumstances. We fenced against the best of the best in the country - - teams that have Olympians and world champions - - and we’re just a small liberal arts college in Wisconsin, but we still won a lot of bouts and even the hardest schools worked for each touch, so I’m really proud of everybody’s performance. 
GC: How are you going to build off of that meet?
KT: We definitely learned a lot. You learn a lot from fencing really good fencers and you realize where the holes in your performance are, and you’re able patch them up in practice and we’ll be work-ing on a lot of specific things in the coming weeks for the next tournament. 
GC: How did you get into fencing?
KT: I read a lot of fantasy books about knights and I really wanted to try that. I looked up fencing clubs in my hometown and I got really into it before I realized that it was nothing like what I read in the books, but by then I was already hooked. 
GC: So what’s next for you guys this year as a team?
KT: In two weeks we have a club tournament in Madison, WI. That will be good because we’re arguably the top dogs in terms of club teams. Then two weeks after that we have the conference champi-onships, and two weeks after that we have regionals. 
GC: Would you rather compete against fencers who are much bet-ter than you, or does it give you an added sense of confidence if you’re the team to beat?
KT: Well, I think for me and some of the other fencers that have been fencing for a long time, it’s nice fencing against good schools, but it’s nice for beginners on the team and those who have only been fencing for a few years to go fence against people who are more at their level. 
GC: What are you looking to accomplish personally this year?
KT: I would really like to get forth at conference as a team, and I would like to make the top twelve individually for regionals.
HOCKEY TRACK 
AND FIELD
MEN’S 
BASKETBALL
Where:
Illinois College
When: Feb. 6 at 3 p.m.
Where:
Appleton Family Ice Center
When: Feb. 6 at 7 p.m.
Where:
UW-Stevens Point
When: Feb. 6 at 11 a.m.
Where:
Illinois College
When: Feb. 6 at 1 p.m.
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Lunar New Year celebrates tradition and community
Students and performers participate in the Lunar New Year festivities.
Photos by Billy Liu
The annual celebration of Lunar New Year at Lawrence University took place on Saturday, Jan. 30. This family-friendly cel-ebration of the event brought together not only students, but also Friendship Families, Fox Valley residents, faculty members and staff, offering a bonding experience for everyone in the greater community.Lunar New Year is the most important festival in many Asian countries, including Korea, China and Vietnam. It originated from celebrating the first day of the year based on the lunar calendar. At Lawrence, students from these countries and various club members participate in commemo-rating this holiday. The Lunar New Year celebrations featured various multicultural activities, such as Chinese and Japanese cal-
ligraphy, tasting traditional Korean tea, try-ing on traditional Asian outfits and experi-encing unique fortune telling. The organiz-ing committee also invited engaging guest performers to represent a wide variety of Asian cultures and ethnicities. Freshman Vy Ngo shared her experi-ence of participating in this event. As a student from Vietnam, she helped people experience the multicultural activities and introduced the culture of her own country. She said, “Learning other cultures, eating international food and dressing in my tra-ditional outfits [is] so exciting. This event helped me overcome my homesickness, and I hope this event goes on for the future generations as well.”Senior Jason Park, who has been host-ing the show for the last three years, was also excited for Lunar New Year. He origi-nally started as a representative of the Korean Culture Club, but now, his feeling 
of duty to convey Korean culture to the Fox Valley community has become the pri-mary motivation to organize this event. He believes the participants in this event grow close to each other and that the event builds a strong group bond. He said, “This group has already become a family for me [over] the past years. As we introduce other cultures such as Japan that [do] not necessarily celebrate this holiday in their own [country], I think the true value of Lunar New Year lies in its inclusivity that mingles a variety of international cultures and people in one place.” Director of International Student Services Leah McSorley, who is also respon-sible for organizing this event, showed her affection for this holiday. She said that one of the most interesting moments in preparing Lunar New Year is finding the performers from off campus. Although it can be difficult to coordinate outside per-
formers, McSorley believes it is worthwhile because an event such as the Lunar New Year celebration plays an important part in cultural learning. “I would say how thank-ful I am for the student leaders, because in addition to their regular club duties, they go beyond being a part of [the] Lunar New Year Committee and represent their culture by organizing this whole event,” she added. “And as an Appleton native, I am happy that people in my city can learn the various cul-tures of the world.”The celebration started from a stu-dent’s desire to celebrate this Asian holiday in America. Despite being in existence at Lawrence for a long time, the event is still evolving each year. Students who experi-enced this event all share their common enthusiasm in witnessing this harmonious, energetic cluster of people from different countries. 
Mina Seo
Staff Writer
_______________________________________________
Eating off the Meal Plan: a Series on Where Else to Eat
One of Lawrence University’s most unique aspects is the availability of theme and formal group  housing, and the meal plans they offer as alternatives to Bon Appétit. Among these, there is no single, collective food plan, allowing dif-ferences between each house. To highlight one house and meal plan in particular, The Lawrentian spoke to junior and Phi Kappa Tau (Phi Tau) President Neal Bauer about his experi-ence living in the house and availing a different meal plan. He stated, “It’s amazing. We are able to bring in a wide 
variety of food options, which allows me to take ownership over my daily routine with food in a way I wasn’t able to at the commons.” In Phi Tau, the active members are provided their food budget per term based on how many members live in the house. The types of food in the house are based on personal preferences with an ongoing grocery list for reference. Some of these include various meats, fresh produce, Oreos and several kinds of Naked juices. This meal plan allows the members of Phi Tau, both living in the house and off campus, a haven to cook their own food. This is conducive to a variety of life-styles, allowing members to still eat in 
the commons or the café, or to only eat in the house, depending on their personal preference. There are various kinds of meal plans available to Phi Tau members, ranging from only having meals at the house to eating there from time to time. When asked about the cooking duties and clean-up responsibilities, Neal responded, “The division of labor 
is equal amongst the house. Everyone supports each other, but mainly cooks for themselves.” This sense of community is echoed in other theme houses across campus as they do things together, such as ensuring that there is food for all diets and making group dinners to eat together as a com-munity. Phi Tau supports various living 
choices in addition to their meal plan. In order to live in the house, one must be an active in good academic standing. There are 17 members currently living in the house, situated next to International House on the beloved Boldt Way.
Alanna Rieser
For The Lawrentian
____________________________________________
Phi Kappa Tau house
Best Traditional Pizza
Best Late-Night Dining
Best Take-Out/Delivery
920-749-1111
FREE SUPER-MUNCHEEZ
CHEEZY-BREADSTICKS  
with any 14” or 16” Pizza!
FREE DELIVERY!
OPEN 11 A.M.–3 A.M. www.MuncheezPizzeria.com  |  600 W. College Ave. Downtown Appleton
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Various teams take part in The Great Midwest Trivia Contest. 
Photos by Rose Nelson
Students express 
desire for authentic 
Asian food
Trivia weekend is a lively tradition at Lawrence that occurs in the last days of January. Being a freshman, I did not under-stand what all the hype was about. After spending time with the Gaming House team during Trivia, I now understand.Alumna Julia Heller ‘13 participated in the trivia contest her freshman and junior years. She played in the original Gaming House and at the time, was one of the eight people living there. She recalls the team her sophomore year was called “Mega Squid;” her senior year, “Chaz Bot” and the year after, “#Octo-bot”. She participated in 49th contest, but did not play the following year because she “lived in upstate New York and was too depressed to do anything.” This year, she played on Team 172 with alumni in Madison. “Trivia is the feeling you would do whatever it takes for the stupidest rea-sons and knowing that everyone else in the room is right there with you,” said Heller.Junior David De Stasio is playing his third year of Trivia in Gaming House. He said, “Trivia is the ridiculousness and will-ingness to just give up being serious and being crazy for a weekend.” He enjoys action questions where the campus is asked to do something outside of the ordinary. Some examples have been stealing one of the trivia masters or finding canisters around campus. De Stasio’s favorite action question was returning dishes to the commons—at a time when one could take dishes out of the dining hall. One of his teammates wrote an apology letter in calligraphy, which was 
followed by a mock funeral procession. His team won that round. Trivia in one word to De Stasio is “insanity!”Sophomore Daniel Thomas-Commins is playing his second year of trivia. His fresh-man year team was “Taking the Hobbits to #Octo-punks is not Death.” According to him, best thing about trivia last year was that “the basement was full of people, the energy was hardcore and there was food.” His favorite memory is an action ques-tion where each team had to create an infomercial. He took part in an infomercial selling the “Nipple of Knowledge.” Thomas-Commins credited alumnus Nathan Lawrence ’15 for coming up with the idea. For Thomas-Commins, trivia in two words is “Skull Squadron!” I was also told some other stories from trivia’s past. One year, there was the ques-tion: “On this day in history, what did this person write in the Madison state capitol guest book?” A team sent one of their friends to the state capitol in Madison to find the answer and almost got arrested. The premise of this story is that someone who has never played trivia would say, “What were they thinking?” whereas some-one who has played trivia would think, “I would have done the same thing.”I tried my hand at trivia for a couple of hours and found it addictive. The questions and answers may be seemingly pointless, but the experience of being random with a group of people I otherwise would not have met is priceless.
Recent changes made by Lawrence University’s dining service Bon Appétit—such as the infrequency of the omelet sta-tion, fewer fruit options and the intro-duction of the infamous clamshell—have received mixed reviews from the student body. However, a long-standing issue that has not been talked about much is the Andrew’s Global Market station that fea-tures an array of dishes from other cultures and countries in the commons. Despite the effort and possibly good intentions behind these dishes, Bon Appétit still has some room for improvement.The Andrew’s Global Market station usually features various Asian dishes every day, adding more options for students dur-ing meal time. Many students, especially those from other countries, appreciate the availability of Asian food options. According to sophomore Mengxuan Wang from China, the occasional Chinese dishes “give [her] comfort when [she is] so far away from 
home.” She also added, “Even though a lot of times the Asian food [Bon Appétit] makes tastes really weird, I do appreciate their effort.”It is unavoidable that most Asian dish-es recreated at Lawrence would not be authentic due to lack of proper ingredients and techniques as present in the original cuisines. As pointed out by senior Sophia Wang from China, authenticity—especially in food—is a very nebulous and subjective concept, as it is impossible to recreate a dish exactly as it exists in another country.“Giving food authentic names when they are not that authentic happens every-where in the world, not just Bon Appétit,” said Wang. “To reach [a high] level of authenticity is not realistic for the popula-tion that Bon Appétit is serving or for the cooks,” she said.However, sometimes, the dishes served bear little to no resemblance in appearance and taste to their authentic counterparts, causing not only confusion but also frustra-tion among international students.
Korean freshman Wonwoon Oh recounted her disappointment when she saw kimchi listed on the menu and got something completely different at dinner. “If they are going to use the authentic names [of] Asian foods, I think they need to try their best,” said Oh. “I think [what they are doing] is great, but I wish [they could] be more accurate when making food.”In my personal experience as a Vietnamese student, there are dishes that are claimed to be Vietnamese, but neither my Vietnamese peers nor I have ever heard of them before. One such example is the so-called Vietnamese turkey lettuce wraps that puzzled many of us, as no one really eats turkey in Vietnam. A quick internet search would show that this dish might have been Asian, but definitely not Vietnamese. Such dishes not only create frustration, but also misunderstanding among anyone who is not familiar with Vietnamese cuisine.This is not the first time that Bon Appétit Management Company has strug-gled with their attempt at Asian food. In November of 2015, a group of Chinese, South Asian and Vietnamese students at Oberlin College raised their concerns with Bon Appétit—also their dining service—about the cultural appropriation in making traditional Asian dishes. Since then, there has been a meeting between Bon Appétit representatives and the students at Oberlin. However, the results from the meeting are unclear.Here at Lawrence, it is worth noting that Bon Appétit has really put in effort to accurately represent different cultures’ cuisines, such as asking student workers for recipes from their home countries. Nevertheless, when the lack of ingredients and other necessities for these dishes is an inevitable problem, there has to be a better measure than trying to recreate with sub-stitution and failing.According to some students, it might be better if the dishes are served without mentioning a country or culture, and sim-
ply indicating the key ingredients. Even if 
Karina Barajas
For The Lawrentian
________________________________________________
One Piece of Trivia: 
Gaming House
Anh Ta
Assoc. Copy Editor
_______________________________________________
An example of Asian food from Bon Appétit
Photo by Billy Liu
See page 10
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On Saturday, Jan. 30 in the Lawrence Memorial Chapel, the Lawrence University Wind 
Ensemble held a memorable con-cert called At the Movies, featuring selections from the soundtracks of “On The Waterfront ,” “Catch Me If You Can ” and the ubiquitous “Star Wars.” Students from Lawrence and people from all over Appleton came to experience music from the famous movies. While the musicians warmed up onstage, ushers were busy directing the endless stream of people entering the hall. The prospect of hear-ing favorites from “Star Wars” left everyone chattering excitedly until the lights dimmed. Once everyone was situated, Associate Professor of Music and Director of Bands Andy Mast gave a brief introduction to the night’s program and the special guest of 
the evening, José Encarnación, assistant professor of music and director of jazz studies, who would be performing as a soloist on saxophone during “Catch Me If You Can.” 
Encarnación leads many jazz ensembles and classes at Lawrence and is a favorite pro-fessor of many Conservatory stu-dents. Since he prefers to work in small group settings, it is rare for 
him to perform onstage at a large ensemble concert. During John Williams’ score to “Catch Me If You Can,” 
Encarnación stood in front of the ensemble like a concerto soloist, joining the winds on the melodic lines. At times, Mast directed the musicians to lower their instru-
ments while Encarnación played long improvisatory cadenzas. These were a display of his tech-nical ability on the saxophone and his ability to derive new material from the famous soundtrack. Also on the program was “Symphonic Suite from ‘On the Waterfront’” by Leonard Bernstein. It began with a gentle horn solo played by sophomore Bryn Rourke before exploding into rhythmic motion. The piece was powered by musical images of chaos and suspense; one could imagine the action on-screen. After many climactic false end-ings, the piece concluded with a bookending horn solo. After a long set change dur-ing which new players and instru-ments arrived on stage, it was finally time for “Star Wars” to begin. Instead of starting with the obvious choice, the main theme, they began with “The Imperial March.” Since many people had come solely to hear “Star Wars,” the ensemble spent extra energy to make this piece sound special. Some in the audience 
exchanged knowing smiles and some focused silently as five dif-ferent pieces from the soundtrack were played. Although these selec-tions were taken from the score to the original trilogy, Williams reused some of them decades later in the series’ most recent release, “The Force Awakens.” The “Star Wars” segment of the con-cert concluded with the antici-pated main theme, which can be heard at the beginning and end of every movie in the series. It was interesting to hear all three movie scores arranged for band instruments. Originally, they had been composed for orches-tra. While the absence of strings on some well-known pieces was noticeable at times, the wind instruments’ timbres gave the music a welcome new flavor. The wind ensemble players wore expressions of joy and excite-ment which positively impacted 
their playing. Every woodwind run was crisp and clear; every low brass note was powerful and well-sustained. It was great for conductor Mast to present such a tight performance to such a large audience. If you enjoyed the show, con-sider attending the next Lawrence 
University Wind Ensemble and Symphonic Band concert on March 11, 2016.
Wendell Leafstedt
Staff Writer
____________________________________
Wind ensemble presents a 
night ‘At the Movies’
Much more often than not, the artists and bands I cover are studying in the Conservatory, and I write about the projects they are doing in their own time. In fact, there has only been one article during my whole time here thus far that has been about a non-Conservatory musician—NG, aka junior Noah Gunther. I expected there to be a lot more musicians outside the Conservatory. If there are musicians out there not in the Conservatory, they are definite-ly a challenge to seek out—my subtle hint to those who are reading and fit this description to contact me. However, I found my second non-Conservatory student for this week’s column, Lewis Super.Lewis Super is junior Ridley Tankersley’s moniker for releasing music and play-ing solo shows. Under this name, he has played several solo shows and released two 
extended plays (EP), “Noah” and “Spaces.” One of the most intriguing aspects of his music so far is that none of it has sounded the same. “Noah,” 
his first EP, is full of punk pop and emotional music, while “Spaces” is several field record-ings of soundscapes he experi-
enced. Even more of a curve-ball in retrospect was his most recent show, the first music I had heard from him. It was mainly poppy electronic and dance music, completely differ-ent from his earlier projects.Listening to “Noah” and parts of “Spaces” after hearing him live was a strange experi-ence, as it was not at all what I was expecting. This diversity of music shows Lewis Super’s wide range of influences. As long as he can express his emo-tions through music, it does not matter to him what genre it is. He is constantly working on multiple projects at once, creating at a natural pace when he has time.The Lewis Super persona was born over winter break of his sophomore year, with the recording of “Noah.” But before “Noah,” all the way back to middle school, Tankersley had played in bands and always wanted to write his own music. Thus, when he finally had ample time and knowledge to do so, Lewis Super made his debut in the Lawrence art and music scene.What I like most about Lewis Super is that he does not seem to care much about what his audience thinks as long as the music is enjoyed and 
relatable. While most artists 
do not release a punk emo EP and do a synth pop show sev-eral months later, Lewis Super makes it work. It is clear Lewis Super’s music is an extension of Tankersley. It gives his listen-ers a look at what he is feeling and listening to at the time. This organic growth gives his musical career a strong for-ward motion that keeps me and other listeners at the edge of our seats.While Tankersley is cur-rently just going with the flow; as far as releases and shows will go, he does a few plans in mind for this year. Since all of his work thus far has had little to no collaboration, he is excited to work with a band to play his music, which is getting to a point where it necessitates more than just him when played live. He is also attempting to create a full-length mixtape showcasing his many styles. Since this is purely a hobby for him, he is eager to see how school, personal experiences and his few interactions with the Conservatory will continue to shape him in his last couple of years at Lawrence.
Even though he is not in the Conservatory, he has taken a few classes in it, par-ticipates in the Improvisation Group of Lawrence University (IGLU) and frequently learns from his friends who are in the Conservatory—all of which play a part in his ever-changing sound. “Being in a place where lots of creative people are hanging out and talking to each other about music or other-wise is really helpful and makes you think about things in a dif-ferent way or a way in which you necessarily be inclined to think,” Tankersley shared with me. Like NG’s music, it is easy to hear that the Conservatory plays some role, but a lack of music education can also add an interesting flavor and aspect, although it is not always easy to articulate it.Although Lewis Super’s career is still forming, it is promising. I can see his music going in many different direc-tions, and, knowing him, it probably will go in many differ-ent directions at once.Stay tuned for releases on his Bandcamp and campus shows with his Facebook page. Lewis Super will be releasing a 
new EP Friday, Feb. 5, and you can find it on www.lewissuper.bandcamp.com.
     Izzy Yellen
      Columnist
_______________________
Lewis Super
If there is one thing in art that is both a blessing and a curse, it is this: nobody hates a consistent creator. If you do not have a masterpiece or a flop under your belt, you are not shackled to expectations, and nobody can dislike you. But, if you are never bad for decades, people take you for granted. Look at “Peanuts,” for instance. It was not recognized as a mas-terpiece until its author, Charles Schulz, had died. Thankfully, the case is not quite the same with Stan Sakai’s “Usagi Yojimbo,” which has been running now for 32 years and has never, in that sin-gle period, been anything less than very good. With over 200 issues—and slowly being col-lected in omnibuses by Dark Horse and Fantagraphics—and with Sakai saying he will only stop making it once it is impos-sible for him to draw, a reader will find in their hands perhaps the single most-consistently-
excellent piece of literature they will ever read. It helps that Sakai does not have a terribly overarching plot. Certain events will be ref-erenced or called back to, but it is otherwise possible to read at the beginning of any story-line and be utterly fine. The plot is simple: a samurai named Miyamoto Usagi, having lost his lord and job in a war against the mysterious and diabolical Lord Hikiji, wanders feudal Japan, doing what he can to help oth-ers. If that sounds simple, it is not: Sakai has an encyclope-dic knowledge of his ancestral homeland, from virtually every samurai movie ever made to how to make a giant kite. One of the most profound issues is a tea ceremony done in its entirety, expressing a universe’s worth of longing and sadness in the smallest of gestures. Not to mention the various people Usagi meets along the way, from his bounty hunter best friend Gen; Tomoe Ame, Usagi’s greatest ally and love in the world; the con artist thief Kitsune, whose way of mak-ing new friends is by stealing 
their purse; Sasuke the demon hunter, who has a bad habit of reading minds without per-mission; and Usagi’s greatest enemy Jei, a demon sent by an evil god to cleanse the world of life. Sakai draws each character with love and respect, and his art style evolves over 30 years from being blocky and overly worshipping of his heroes to a fluid style almost like ink paint-
ing. Even the lettering of this book is among some of the best you can ask for, with Sakai hav-ing mastered style without the loss of clarity. So, is the question now, “Should I start reading this very, very long series, which will probably not end for at least 20 years?” The answer is: yes. Of course, yes. Unlike so many other works Sakai’s world is one to get lost in, a world unknown to most, but a trea-sure chest that, when breached, yields infinite treasures. Rarely do I say this, but this is a work anyone can enjoy and should be read by anyone with even a passing interest in stories and how they are told.
     Henry Dykstal
      Staff Writer
________________________
Book Review 
Stan Sakai’s
“Usagi Yojimbo”
CORRECTION: In the Jan. 29, 2016 issue of The Lawrentian, in the article “Lawrence Symphony Orchestra and Sophie Yang warm chapel,” senior Sofie Yang’s name was mispelled as Sophie. 
The Lawrentian Editorial Board deeply regrets this mistake.
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This past Monday, Feb. 1, at 8 p.m., Lawrentians experienced some music in a unique style from a different part of the world. As part of the World Music Series, the Argentinean Héctor del Curto Tango Quintet performed to a packed Harper Hall. The quintet specializes in traditional tango music and features a bandone-on—an instrument like an accor-dion used specifically for tango music—along with a piano, violin, cello and bass. 
The group was barely on stage for a minute before they began playing. The tango style washed over the audience in an instant, drenching everyone with its multi-layered sound.  With the music’s lulls and pushes, blend-ing strings, and piano and bass undertones, the normally distinc-tive timbre of the bandoneon fit right into the group’s sound just like the bandoneonist himself, Héctor del Curto—the quintet’s namesake—fit perfectly standing in the middle of the group, the pianist and bassist to his right and the violinist and cellist on his left. 
All of the pieces featured clear, successive strong beats with lots of syncopated rhythms incorporated into the melodies. At times, the bassist slapped the back of his instrument in between bow strokes to keep the beat, and the violinist occasionally chopped behind his bridge in order to get a more gritty articulation from the 
strings. Every note brought with it an invitation to dance; every phrase reflected a little bit of atti-tude; and every one of the players frequently pulsated the downbeat by moving his or her body in time to the music. It was obvious to 
anyone watching that these play-ers felt their music with every breath in their lungs and every skillful stroke of their hands. The quintet played several pieces, including some composed by the legendary father of tango music, Astor Piazolla. Some dis-played soulful string playing that sounded like the instruments themselves were crying. Others had a more light and airy feel with melodic lines that were shy, sassy and passionate all at the same time. Often, the pieces contained long, sweeping lines that would abruptly cut back to short, choked 
strokes, resulting in a sound that started out luscious and soft that then became harsh and pointy. Almost every single song ended with a curt, short note played after a pause. At all times during the per-formance, I enjoyed watching the players’ technique—the loose wrists of the bassist on every bow stroke, the gentle swaying of the cellist, the impeccable phrasing of the bandoneonist, the careful nodding to the beat of the pianist and the heavy yet lilting tone of the violinist. My personal favor-ite piece was the sentimental and passionate “Verano Porteño,” but, judging by the subsequent loud applause that urged the group back onstage for an encore piece, I think that the overall audience favorite would have to be the final number, “Adios Nonino,” a piece that Piazolla wrote to commemo-rate his deceased father—a majes-tic celebration of a life that anyone could appreciate.Overall, the Héctor del Curto Tango Quintet played an inspiring performance that also educated audience members about another style of music heard around the world. For those interested in enjoying superb music in differ-ent musical styles from around the globe, the next concert in the World Music series, featuring Zafir with Simon Shaheen, will be Friday, April 1 at 8 p.m. in the Lawrence Memorial Chapel.
The Héctor del Curto Tango Quintet performs as part of the World Music Series on Monday, Feb. 1.
 Photo by Natalie Cash
World Music Series brings Argentinian tango to Lawrence
McKenzie Fetters
Staff Writer 
___________________________________
Music is a continuous learn-ing process. Talent and skill are honed through years of practice. But no growth will take place without the proper teacher. Senior Mya Hunt knows this sentiment all too well. She is majoring both in viola perfor-mance and instrumental/gener-al education; two areas of study that go hand in hand.“I want to teach the whole world viola; that’s my life goal now,” Hunt said. “Without fail, it’ll happen someday, so be warned.”While her passion for edu-cation is evident, this was not always the case.“I actually was not in love with music ed[ucation] until I took intro[duction] to music ed[ucation] here. I realized that I really love teaching,” Hunt said.There have been many rewarding experiences that have reinforced this fervor. One of her most enriching episodes was “the first time that I was working in a practicum situation, and I saw that light in the child’s eyes when they got it; 
they just got something. And it was something so simple, some rhythm thing, but they got it. And their face just lit up,” Hunt said. “I was like, ‘OK, it’s worth it. It is worth all of the struggle that I just went through for the past half-hour trying to teach you this!’ And it’s been uphill from there.”In addition to practicums, Hunt has developed her skill as an aural skills teaching assistant. “It’s basically a teaching lab I get paid for. And it’s awesome,” she said. “I have a whole class of freshmen trying to learn aural skills with completely different skill sets and learning styles.”In this setting full of diversi-fied learning, Hunt has crafted and strengthened a teaching philosophy based on improvisa-tion and practice.“I took an improvisation class, and it changed my life,” she said. “That really changed my perspective on teaching as well as performing.”Hunt elaborated that music became a much more personal experience for her.She was able to see “the change in myself as a musician from that, because I felt so much more ownership of my own muscianship. The music was 
coming from me and my instru-ment, not just the page,” she said. “And I want to give that to 
all my students. Every single one of my students will improvise from day one. It will happen. 
Even if they can only play one note; they will improvise on that one note.”Hunt wants her students to 
leave her studio with the per-sonal control and expression of a true musician. She wants her students to be able to “create whatever they feel is worth cre-ating.”But this improvisation can-not be perfected without prac-tice, and no one is above the seemingly tedious task.
“One of the things with per-formance and music ed[ucation] is that they’re so intertwined for me and for a lot of us that are doing both. All of my teach-ing skills I apply in the practice room,” Hunt said. “When I’m in the practice room, I am my own teacher.”
ARTIST SPOTLIGHT:  
MYA HUNT
Lizzy Weekes
A&E Editor
_____________________
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STAFF EDITORIAL
High cost of off-campus study
creates an unfair financial obstacle
Letters to the Editor can be sent in to Opinions & Editorials Editor Jessica Morgan at jessica.m.morgan@
lawrence.edu. We review all letters and consider them for publication. The Lawrentian staff reserves the 
right to edit for clarity, decency, style and space. All letters should be submitted on the Monday before pub-
lication, and should not be more than 350 words.
The opinions expressed in The Lawrentian are those of the students, faculty and 
community members who wrote them. All facts are as provided by the authors. The 
Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial, which 
represents a majority of the editorial board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to 
submit their own opinions using the parameters outlined in the masthead.
Religious pluralism and Liberal Judaism have made huge gains in Israel this week, but the fight against extreme religious policies is far from over. Up until now, the Western Wall, the holiest site in Judaism, has been restrict-ed to Orthodox praying that is separated based on gender.  On Jan. 31, the Israeli cabinet voted to create a mixed-gender, egalitarian space at the wall for both Reform and Conservative Jews to pray. The Religious Nationalists and the Haredi—ultra-Orthodox—leadership voted against the measure, but did not continue to fight it by threatening to leave the coalition government once it was passed. They likely chose not to fight the measure because relaxing the religious policy has been expected for some time now. The space being used was formally designated for non-Orthodox prayer, but it had no infrastructure or religious items, like prayer books and shawls, that are needed for religious services.Director-General of the Prime 
Minister’s Office Eli Groner said that this is “a practical compro-mise, not an ideological compro-mise.” The Israeli government is clearly limiting the authority of the Rabbinate, the religious gov-erning body of Israel, and is giving legitimacy to the practices of more Liberal Jews by using government money to run non-Orthodox ser-vices.Many believe that the move was made to pander to American Jews who are some of Israel’s most ardent supporters abroad, but who have been alienated by some of Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s policies and the 2014 conflict with Gaza. Protest groups like the Women of the Wall have been call-ing for changes like this for years and felt that the Western Wall was being run by male-dominated groups instead of uniting all Jews like it should be. This is a landmark case in the 
broadening of what is accepted as Judaism in the Jewish state, and hopefully, will create some momentum for relaxing other reli-gious laws in Israel.Unfair religious laws in the country must be changed so that Israel is a place for world Jewry, not just for the very religious.One of the worst of these reli-gious laws is the way Israel keeps track of “bastards” and others who are restricted from marriage by Jewish tradition. I come from a mixed family—my mother is Irish Catholic and my father is Jewish—so I do not have marriage rights in Israel.  This seems absurd to me. The Jewish state was founded so that Jews around the world could have a safe haven where their rights would not be restrict-ed and their lives would not be threatened. Then why do only the most traditionally-religious indi-viduals have a monopoly on some religious rights?The ultra-Orthodox have these powers because they are needed by Netanyahu for his coali-tion government. This means that a new, more liberal government in Israel is needed to not only ease tensions between Israelis and Palestinians, but also to make Israel a state for all Jews, not just the very religious. If a more liberal government was elected that did not need the religious right to keep power, many of these unpopular policies could be changed. A more liberal Israel would be a far healthier state. It would not have to deal with as much criticism from the West because of improved rela-tions with the Palestinians. A new wind of support from American Jews could also result from a new, more liberal government.I hope that this new space at the Western Wall heralds a new era of acceptance and pluralism in the State of Israel. I know that if one day, I visit Israel and make pilgrimage to the Western Wall, I will certainly be praying in this new, more accepting space.
Pluralism at the Western Wall
For many Lawrentians, the opportunity to study abroad is one of the biggest highlights of their four years and achieves the university’s goal of transforming us into globally minded individuals. However, for many students, studying abroad is not a feasible option. While the failure to meet academic require-ments is one reason preventing students from going abroad, the most common cause seems to be a lack of adequate financial support.Lawrence University’s mission statement says that our campus is “committed to the development of intellect and talent, the pursuit of knowledge and understanding, the cultivation of sound judgment and respect for the perspectives of others.” However, those of us who have lived on the Lawrence cam-pus have realized the potential shortcomings of this statement due to our reality-shielding “Lawrence bubble.” One of the best ways for students to accomplish the goals of our university’s mission statement is to burst the “bubble” by living in a new and unfamiliar environment. By studying abroad, students are able to apply their knowledge outside of the classroom and experience vital personal development that is unattainable in a small, comfortable environment like Lawrence University.Unfortunately, studying abroad generally costs more than the tuition at Lawrence, not including the added costs of airfare, traveling and living expenses. While they may realize the extra personal costs necessary for study abroad, many still look forward to having the support of their academic scholar-ships and financial aid packages. That is, however, until they learn that some of their Lawrence financial assistance does not apply to the cost of studying abroad.While need-based aid can still be applied to Lawrence-run centers and other accepted programs, students cannot apply their merit or music-based scholarships to their off-campus experiences. That means that not only are students having to shell out more money to just go abroad in the first place, they are also losing thousands of dollars they expected to be able to put towards their education. At some level, all of this seems to make sense for students studying abroad in non-Lawrence affili-ated programs. However, unfortunately, the loss of merit and music scholarships applies to Lawrence-specific programs as well, such as the ones in London and Senegal. The relevant Lawrence departments of financial aid and study abroad would recommend that stu-dents apply to outside scholarships for their study abroad experiences. This is true; we can apply for scholarships, but two major hindrances make this a near-impossible option. First, the Lawrence study abroad staff does not prioritize finding scholarships over handing in important travel materials and documents, such as travel insurance, that hold the university liable for students’ safety. Considering that students must be able to settle how they will pay for this experience first, there should be specific workshops that guide students through the process of looking for scholar-ships available.The second issue is that most study abroad scholarships are extremely competitive. Lawrentians would have to compete with fellow Lawrentians as well as students from all over the world to prove that they are the most deserving of a scholarship that is only worth a fraction of the study abroad cost. Not to mention that it is hard for a full-time student to find the time to apply for them.While studying abroad is certainly a privilege, it should be one that the university’s financial aid structures inherently promote and encourage. Lawrence should align itself with the liberal arts values it promotes by making the opportunity to study abroad available to as many students as possible.
Jonathan Rubin
Staff Writer 
_____________________________________
an improv class at the company. I think that we should intro-duce more play in education, too. Sir Ken Robinson, whose life’s work is focused on the study of creativity in schools, has observed that instead of fueling creativity through play, schools stick to con-ventional techniques, thereby kill-ing any kind of creative ability. The word school is derived from the Greek word schole, meaning 
“leisure.” I firmly believe that it is time we have a paradigm shift in our education system by introduc-ing this kind of leisure in our daily activities. By applying an essentialist approach to education and keep-ing everything in moderation, we can balance heavy workloads with numerous play sessions. Doing so will lead students to a healthier, stress-free lifestyle, whilst also boosting their creative abilities and their passion for work.
@TheLawrentian
/Lawrentianwww.lawrentian.com
Find us online!
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there are still some drawbacks with this strategy, it could be the more appropriate thing to do. “I feel that the […] ethnic-ity or nationality indicates more information, such as the flavor, spices [or] how the dish is cooked, rather than [just listing] out ingre-dients,” said Wang. “It will be an ideal situation not to put ethnic-ity or nationality as part of the 
dish name.” Oh, when asked, also agreed that this would be a better course of action.Although this is a difficult task for Bon Appétit, it is still important to have this discussion. I look forward to more actions taken by Bon Appétit in collabora-tion with the student body for bet-ter representation of the different cultures here at Lawrence.
Asian food
continued from page 7
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Yik Yak is begrudgingly accept-ed on the Lawrence’s campus. We all know it exists, and some of us check it, but it is like an embar-rassingly out-of-touch and distant family member. A lot of my friends wonder why I still even use this application when it is sometimes frustrating, and contains nega-tive content or ignorant and racist viewpoints. I often use it to give people advice or post dog pictures myself. It is not inherently bad. As long as people are mindful about what impact they have with their posts, it can be a part of college life. Yik Yak is a location-based mobile application that allows people to post 200-character anonymous threads. It is most often used on college campuses and that is where it has ignited most controversy. Articles have been written about the potential for cyberbullying and hate speech on the application. An incident of bullying in a high school in Atlanta brought the application to the attention of the media and raised concerns among many parents. Some schools have either banned the application or start-ed a petition to ban Yik Yak for such reasons. A petition was even released online to ban the application itself. Criticism of Yik Yak is legitimate and should be acknowledged. Unfortunately, it is very hard to stop what people are doing on their personal devices, but developers have taken some steps to dissuade bullying and other issues.Developers continue to improve the reporting feature. Yik Yak is now only for people 17 
years and older, and the applica-tion has been blocked on some high school  and college campus-es. However, an official post from the developers on the issue of bullying suggests  that it is largely up to the community to change the feed.The good thing about the appli-cation is the feature of down-vot-ing. If a post gets a collective score of negative five, it is removed. Oftentimes, at Lawrence, posts that are egregiously prejudiced get down-voted straight away. That does not solve everything, of course, but it does reflect a posi-tive side of our campus. However, more insidious examples of big-otry are sometimes allowed to stick around, though not without debate. For example, posts that say there is no need for people to be offended or upset about big-oted attitudes sometimes appear and are not challenged as much as they should be.  At Lawrence, I have seen all sorts of uses for the application. What I find most striking are the times people use it to reach out, or ask for help or advice. Often, they are met with chains of supportive comments and answers. This goes from serious mental health con-cerns to questions about teach-ers and exams. Troll responses get quickly down-voted on these threads. Having this anonymous outlet might be a very helpful thing for some people who do not feel comfortable expressing their thoughts in a non-anonymous set-ting.  This is in contrast to some degrading, racist, sexist or trans-phobic posts I have seen that are not removed or confronted. The posts and the ensuing debates and arguments have had negative 
effects on the mental health of people in the community. Yik Yak’s content is inherently a mixed bag.One negative example is from when a group of students of color released their list of demands and Yik Yak was flooded initially with negative reactions and debates—this was very stressful for many people. In  situations like this one, the anonymity of Yik Yak was used to say things students might not share in a public setting for fear of being called out. Anonymity can be beneficial for venting, but in this circumstance, the only thing that was accomplished was mak-ing people upset.The Lawrence Yik Yak feed reflects the varying beliefs and experiences on campus for better or worse. Using the application is a choice, and I do think there can be benefit to its existence. However, if we are to keep using it, we should make sure we keep our standards high and be aware of how the words we post come across to others. 
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Yik Yak: an Outlet or a Problem?
Electra Arnade
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Valentine’s Day: a Terrible Holiday for Terrible People
When we defend Valentine’s Day, what are we really defending? Love? I don’t think so. Capitalism? Maybe. The right to be obnoxious about your relationship decision? Absolutely. Valentine’s Day can only exist through the lens of a love-obsessed society. We are not allowed to for-get this ever, but especially not on such a God-forsaken time as early February. We resurrected a holiday cel-ebrating romantic love because we like its authoritarian effect. Romantic love is already a great Hobson’s choice; in other words, no choice at all. Valentine’s Day does its part to make sure things stay that way. One of the main problems with the myth of Valentine’s Day is that it denies its poorly hid-den capitalist motives. Valentine’s Day is excellent in terms of eco-nomic stimulus. The greeting card industry may not exist the way we 
know it without it. Expectations of chocolate giving and dinner 
dates reinforces the idea that spending money is necessary for romantic prowess. Gift giving on Valentine’s Day essentially exists to fuel major corporations and does very little else. Although capitalism is a reoccurring theme in the V-day pedagogy, it is far from vital to 
Valentine’s Day. Essentially at the core of the holiday lies amatonormativity. Amatonormativity is a deeply embedded cul-tural hierarchy that privileges monoga-mous, alloromantic people in search of a romantic life partner. With i t c o m e s t h e a s s u m p t i o n that any desire for anything else is a sign of defect. Through the years, I have learned that Valentine’s Day puts certain needs and decisions above others exclusively. And I am not trying to complain about being single on Valentine’s Day—I am complaining that the entire con-cept of someone feeling bad based on their relationship status on a 
designated holiday is messed up. The only reason we need a holiday to celebrate romantic love is to enforce its cultural impor-tance. The subtle reminder that we are not happy if we are not dating relies on bureaucratic con-trol tactics. Valentine’s D a y 
exists not to tell you that you want one, but that you need one. Valentine’s Day is really more of a control narrative than a love narrative. We think that dating will make us happy, regardless of what type of body or preferences we may have. Our goals revolve 
more around meeting amatonor-matiy’s definition of success than personal happiness. We like Valentine’s Day because it perpet-uates the system. A fake celebration that both stimulates the economy and enforces sys-tematic ranking of people based on their personal choices, as well as completely marginal-izing aromantic identifying indi-viduals. It may be beneficial to people on a personal level, and most people do not intend harm by celebrating the holiday, but this does not erase its true cultural meaning. So what are we really defend-ing when we vehemently defend the alleged integrity of the holiday? Does anyone who does not support the idea of a romantic elite genuinely think that a holiday devoted to romantic elitism is a good idea? I have met far too many people who take no issue with breaching my comfort zone for the sake of show-ing off their relationship to defend this position. 
To be extra clear, I do not blame individuals for any of this. Most people are unaware of what Valentine’s Day really represents, and intend no harm by doing what they have learned. However, the damage done by Valentine’s Day is not something that can be opted out of on an individual level. Valentine’s Day is not a casu-al date on which to celebrate a happy relationship, it is a very backhanded way of saying that only certain types of relationship choices deserve to be validated. People who still refuse to see this are simply silencing people who have had negative experiences, while simultaneously trying to make themselves seem more on top of things than they actually are. All in all, there is really no such thing as defending a dating holiday in an amatonormative cul-ture with pure motives. I accept that many people are unaware of how unpleasant of a holiday Valentine’s Day really is, but it is still worth considering the impli-cations of their claims.
Bridget Keenan
Staff Writer 
_____________________________________
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“What’ll you have?” he asked, grinning at me.“Uh, w-whatever your best seller is,” I stumbled out.The eighth graders snick-ered behind me as the driver dug around in the back and handed me a mug of the most beautiful ice cream I had ever seen. The mug was warm in my cold hands, and I looked back up at the driver, who was still grinning as if noth-ing could take it away. I tasted it with my tongue — it was a rich, creamy sherbet that fizzled pleas-antly — and warmly — in my 
mouth. A strange sense of peace settled over me, and suddenly I forgot about the bullies and their taunts, my brother and his aggres-sive words and the kids at school who mocked me for being smart. “Hey, we want some of that.” One of the eighth graders went to shove me out of the way, but I managed to dodge him and con-tinue eating my ice cream, letting its calm fill me.“Alright.” The driver said, ducking in the back again.He reappeared with three mugs of ice cream, although they were dull white and not at all colorful. The boys didn’t seem to notice the difference between their treats and mine and began 
licking at them. Then one of them recoiled with disgust.There was what looked to be a piece of chicken sticking out of the ice cream and next to it, the bright orange color of a carrot. I stared. My mom’s soup! They all began to cough and walked past me with their treats in hand as if I no longer existed to them. No shoves as they went past, no taunts thrown over the shoulder. Who exactly was this driver? I looked back at the ice cream truck.
“Enjoy,” the driver said and closed the window. I watched him drive away, and as he did so, he winked at me.
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If you have not yet studied abroad, do you plan to?
Why or why not?
PHOTO POLL Michael HubbardStaff Photographer
“I want to study abroad in 
London because I’ve always 
wanted to further my studies and 
knowledge about that part of the 
world.”
—Jack Plasterer
“No. After traveling alone and 
with family extensively, I think I’m 
going to focus on more rigorous 
coursework on campus.”
—Glenn McMahon
“Yes, but it would need to be 
structured and aligning with 
my academic interests. Ideally, 
Ireland would be nice.”
—Liam Keenan
“I have not yet, but I really want 
to do a program in Twente, 
Netherlands that is physics-
oriented.”
—Aedan Gardill
“I would like to, but I probably 
won’t be able to. I have a lot of 
classes on campus to take.”
—Isaac Mayhew
“I want to go to Scotland 
because that’s where St. Oran 
was buried alive.”
—Kip Hathaway
Congratulations to incoming
Editor-in-Chief Lizzy Weekes and
Copy Chief Alex Kurki for being hired to lead
The Lawrentian’s 2016-17 Editorial Board!
The rest of the Editorial Board will be
announced in the coming week.
